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 1 Corinthians 16:13 Be on guard; stand firm in the faith; be men of courage; be strong.
2 Corinthians 5:7 For we walk by faith, not by sight. 

 Ephesians 2:8

 Ephesians 3:17-19

 Galatians 2:20

Galatians 3:26 You are all sons of God through faith in Christ Jesus. 

 Galatians 5:22-23

Genesis1:1 In the beginning God created the heavens and the earth. Genesis1:1

Hebrews 11:1

 Hebrews 11:6

 Hebrews 12:1-2

James 1:5-6

1 John 5:4

 Luke 7:50 Your faith has saved you; go in peace.
 Mark 9:23 All things are possible to him who believes.

Mark 11:22-23

Matthew 9:29 According to your faith; be it done unto you. 

Matthew 25:21

 Proverbs 3:3

Romans 1:17

 Colossians 2:6-7
So then, just as you received Christ Jesus as Lord, continue to live in him, 
rooted and built up in him, strengthened in the faith as you were taught, and 
overflowing with thankfulness.

For it is by grace you have been saved, through faith – and this not from 
yourselves, it is the gift of God.
… so that Christ may dwell in your hearts through faith. And I pray that you , 
being rooted and established in love, may have power, together with all the 
saints, to grasp how wide and long and high and deep is the love of Christ, 
and to know this love that surpasses knowledge – that you may be filled to 
the measure of all the fullness of God.
I have been crucified with Christ and I no longer live, but Christ lives in me. 
The life I live in the body, I live by faith in the Son of God, who loved me and 
gave himself for me.

But the fruit of the Spirit is love, joy, peace, kindness, goodness, 
faithfulness, gentleness and self-control.

Now faith is being sure of what we hope for and certain of what we do not 
see. 
And without faith it is impossible to please God, because anyone who 
comes to him must believe that he exists and that he rewards those who 
earnestly seek him.

Therefore, since we are surrounded by such a great cloud of witnesses, let 
us throw off everything that hinders and the sin that so easily entangles, and 
let us run with perseverance that race marked out for us. Let us fix our eyes 
on Jesus, the author and perfecter of our faith, who for the joy set before 
him endured the cross, scorning its shame, and sat down at the right hand 
of the throne of God.
If any of you lacks wisdom, he should ask God, who gives generously to all 
without finding fault, and it will be given to him. But when he asks, he must 
believe and not doubt, because he who doubts is like a wave of the sea, 
blown and tossed by the wind. 
Every child of God can defeat the world, and our faith is what gives us this 
victory. 

“Have faith in God, “ Jesus answered. “I tell you the truth, if anyone says to 
this mountain, ‘ Go, throw yourself into the sea,’ and does not doubt in his 
heart but believes that what he says will happen, it will be done for him.” 

His master said to him, “Well done, good and faithful servant; you have 
been faithful over a little, I will set you over much; enter into the joy of your 
master.’ 
Let love and faithfulness never leave you; bind them around your neck, write 
them on the tablet of your heart.
The good news tells how God accepts everyone who has faith, but only 
those who have faith. 



 2 Timothy 3:14-15

 2 Timothy 4:7

Man  

William Adams

 Joseph Addison

Mary Kay Ash

 W. H. Auden

Saint Aurelius Augustine

Francis Bacon

Henry Christopher Bailey Faith is a higher faculty than reason. 
Henry Christopher Bailey In order to be a realist you must believe in miracles. 

. Bruce Barton

But as for you, continue in what you have learned and have convinced of, 
because you know those from whom you learned it, and how from infancy 
you have known the holy Scriptures, which are able to make you wise for 
salvation  through faith in Christ Jesus.
I have fought a good fight, I have finished my course, I have kept the faith: 
Henceforth there is laid up for me a crown of righteousness, which the Lord, 
the righteous judge, shall give me at that day: and not to me only, but unto 
all them also that love his appearing.

Saint Thomas Acquinas Faith has to do with things that are not seen, and hope with things that are 
not in hand. 
Our Lord does not praise the centurion for his amiable care of his servants, 
nor for his generosity to the Jews, nor for his public spirit, nor for his 
humility, but for his faith. 
The person who has a firm trust in the Supreme Being is powerful in his 
power, wise by his wisdom, happy by his happiness.
My company mascot is the bumblebee. Because of it’s tiny wings and heavy 
body aerodynamically the bumblebee shouldn’t be able to fly. But the 
bumblebee doesn’t know that, so it flies anyway. 
May it not be that, just as we have to have faith in Him, God has to have 
faith in us and, considering the history of the human race so far, may it not 
be that ''faith'' is even more difficult for Him than it is for us?

 James H. Aughey
A firm faith is the best theology; a good life is the best philosophy; a clear 
conscience the best law; honesty, the best policy, and temperance the best 
physic.

 James H. Aughey
As a weak limb grows stronger by exercise, so will your faith be 
strengthened by the very efforts you make in stretching it out toward things 
unseen.

 James H. Aughey Were it not for an unquestioning faith, human progress would be an 
intolerable burden.

 James H. Aughey Youth, beauty, wit may recommend you to men, but only faith in Jesus 
Christ can recommend you to God.
Faith is to believe what we do not see; and the reward of this faith is to see 
what we believe. 
Mahomet made the people believe that he would call a hill to him, and from 
the top of it offer up his prayers for the observers of his law. The people 
assembled; Mahomet called the hill to come to him, again and again, and 
when the hill stood still, he was never a whit abashed, but said, "If the hill 
will not come to Mahomet, Mahomet will go to the hill." 

Jim Bakker
You don't decide to build a church because you have money in the bank. 
You build because God says this is what I should do. Faith is the supplier of 
things hoped for and the evidence of things not seen. 

 Hosea Ballou
Faith, in order to be genuine and of any real value, must be the offspring of 
that divine love which Jesus manifested when He prayed for His enemies on 
the cross.

 Hosea Ballou There is one inevitable criterion of judgment touching religious faith in 
doctrinal matters. Can you reduce it to practice? If not, have none of it.
The ablest men in all walks of modern life are men of faith. Most of them 
have much more faith than they themselves realize



 Francis Beaumont

Book of Common Prayer An outward and visible sign of an inward and spiritual grace. 

 Phillips Brooks

Thomas Brooks

 Carol Burnett

Thomas Carlyle

Oswald Chambers

 James Freeman Clarke

 Samuel Taylor Coleridge

 Annie Dillard

Ralph Waldo Emerson All that I have seen teaches me to trust the Creator for all I have not seen. 

 Ralph Waldo Emerson

 Edward Everett

Faith without works is like a bird without wings; though she may hop with her 
companions on earth, yet she will never fly with them to heaven; but when 
both are joined together, then doth the soul mount up to her eternal rest.

Georges Bernanos Faith is not a thing which one ''loses,'' we merely cease to shape our lives 
by it. 

The faith which you keep must be a faith that demands obedience, and you 
can keep it only by obeying it.
Much faith will yield unto us here our heaven, but any faith, if true, will yield 
us heaven hereafter. 

Edward George Earle Lytton 
Bulwer-Lytton

Strike from mankind the principle of faith, and men would have no more 
history than a flock of sheep. 
You have to have faith that there is a reason you go through certain things. I 
can’t say I’m glad to go through pain, but in a way one must, in order to gain 
courage and really feel joy.
To us also, through every star, through every blade of grass, is not God 
made visible if we will open our minds and our eyes. 
Faith is deliberate confidence in the character of God whose ways you may 
not understand at the time. 
All the strength and force of man comes from his faith in things unseen. He 
who believes is strong; he who doubts is weak. Strong convictions precede 
great actions. The man strongly possessed of an idea is the master of all 
who are uncertain or wavering. Clear, deep, living convictions rule the world.
Never yet did there exist a full faith in the Divine word which did not expand 
the intellect, while it purified the heart; which did not multiply the aims and 
objects of the understanding, while it fixed and simplified those of the 
desires and feelings.

 Charles Caleb Colton
Faith and works are necessary to our spiritual life as Christians, as soul and 
body are to our natural life as men; for faith is the soul of religion, and works 
the body.
It could be that our faithlessness is a cowering cowardice born of our very 
smallness, a massive failure of imagination. If we were to judge nature by 
common sense or likelihood, we wouldn't believe the world existed.

 Tryon Edwards

Science has sometimes been said to be opposed to faith, and inconsistent 
with it. But all science, in fact, rests on a basis of faith, for it assumes the 
permanence and uniformity of natural laws -- a thing which can never be 
demonstrated.

Our faith comes in moments... yet there is a depth in those brief moments 
which constrains us to ascribe more reality to them than to all other 
experiences.
The highest historical probability can be adduced in support of the 
proposition that, if it were possible to annihilate the Bible, and with it all its 
influences, we should destroy with it the whole spiritual system of the moral 
world.

Rev. Frederick William Faber Faith is letting down our nets into the untransparent deeps, at the Divine 
command, not knowing what we shall take. 

Owen Felltham
Works without faith are like a fish without water, it wants the element it 
should live in. A building without a basis cannot stand; faith is the 
foundation, and every good action is as a stone laid. 

 Viktor E. Frankl
 Just as a small fire is extinguished by the storm whereas a large fire is 
enhanced by it-likewise a weak faith is weakened by predicament and 
catastrophes whereas a strong faith is strengthened by them.



 Mahatma Gandhi Faith is not something to grasp, it is a state to grow into.

 Mahatma Gandhi

Henry Giles

Thomas Guthrie

John Haggai

 Robert Hall

William Hazlitt If you think you can win, you can win. Faith is necessary to victory. 
 Matthew Henry None live so easily, so pleasantly, as those that live by faith.

Some things have to be believed to be seen. 

 Josiah Gilbert Holland

 Oliver Wendell Holmes

It is impossible to be a hero in anything unless one is first a hero in faith. 

John Paul Jones

Faith is the refusal to panic.
"Patience!" * * * "have faith and thy prayer will be answered!"

 Sophia Loren

I claim to be an average man of less than average ability. I have not the 
shadow of a doubt that any man or woman can achieve what I have, if he or 
she would make the same effort and cultivate the same hope and faith.

 Kahlil Gibran Faith is an oasis in the heart which will never be reached by the caravan of 
thinking.
It is by faith that poetry, as well as devotion, soars above this dull earth; that 
imagination breaks through its clouds, breathes a purer air, and lives in a 
softer light. 
Faith is the backbone of the social and the foundation of the commercial 
fabric; remove faith between man and man, and society and commerce fall 
to pieces. There is not a happy home on earth but stands on faith; our 
heads are pillowed on it, we sleep at night in its arms with greater security 
for the safety of our lives, peace, and prosperity than bolts and bars can 
give. 

Attempt something so impossible that unless God is in it, it's doomed to 
failure. 
Faith is a practical habit, which like every other, is strengthened and 
increased by continual exercise. It is nourished by meditation, by prayer, 
and the devout perusal of the Scriptures; and the light which it diffuses 
becomes stronger and clearer by an uninterrupted converse with its object, 
and a faithful compliance with its dictates.

Vaclav Hlavaty The farther we go, the more the ultimate explanation recedes from us, and 
all we have left is faith. Ralph Hodgson
Faith draws the poison from every grief, takes the sting from every loss, and 
quenches the fire of every pain; and only faith can do it.

Raymond Holliwell
God does not require you to follow His leadings on blind trust. Behold the 
evidence of an invisible intelligence pervading everything, even your own 
mind and body. 
It's faith in something and enthusiasm for something that makes life worth 
living.

Thomas Hartwell Horne No cloud can overshadow a true Christian but his faith will discern a rainbow 
in it. 

Hermann Jacobi
If fear is cultivated it will become stronger, if faith is cultivated it will achieve 
mastery. 

 John Keble The childlike faith that asks not sight, waits not for wonder or for sign, 
believes, because it loves, aright, shall see things greater, things divine.

Charles Kingsley

And we shall be made truly wise if we be content; content, too, not only with 
what we can understand, but content with what we do not understand--the 
habit of mind which theologians call--and rightly--faith in God. 

Archbishop Robert Leighton Faith is an humble, self-denying grace; it makes the Christian nothing in 
himself, and all in God. 

 David Martyn Lloyd-Jones
 Henry Wadsworth Longfellow

Getting ahead in a difficult profession requires avid faith in yourself. You 
must be able to sustain yourself against staggering blows. There is no code 
of conduct to help beginners. That is why some people with mediocre talent, 
but with great inner drive, go much further than people with vastly superior 
talent.



Martin Luther

 George MacDonald A perfect faith would lift us absolutely above fear.

 Edwin Markham

 Henry Miller

James Montgomery Faith is the flame that lifts the sacrifice to heaven. 
 Dwight L. Moody Faith makes all things possible... love makes all things easy.

 Hannah More

George E. Mueller

 Pope Gregory I

 Franklin D. Roosevelt

 John Ruskin

 Samuel Rutherford

 William Salter

Faith creates the virtues in which it believes. 
 Shakespeare There are no tricks in plain simple faith.

Samuel M. Shoemaker Eternal life does not begin with death; it begins with faith. 

 Source Unknown

 Max L. Lucado At the beginning of every act of faith, there is often a seed of fear. For great 
acts of faith are seldom born out of calm calculation.
Faith is a living, daring confidence in God's grace, so sure and certain that a 
man could stake his life on it a thousand times. 

Alexander Maclaren

Given a man full of faith, you will have a man tenacious in purpose, 
absorbed in one grand object, simple in his motives, in whom selfishness 
has been driven out by the power of a mightier love, and indolence stirred 
into unwearied energy. 
The thing that is incredible is life itself. Why should we be here in this sun-
illuminated universe? Why should there be green earth under our feet?
Back of every creation, supporting it like an arch, is faith. Enthusiasm is 
nothing: it comes and goes. But if one believes, then miracles occur.

If faith produce no works, I see that faith is not a living tree. Thus faith and 
works together grow, No separate life they never can know. They're soul 
and body, hand and heart, What God hath joined, let no man part.

William Mountford

Faith is the inspiration of nobleness, it is the strength of integrity; it is the life 
of love, and is everlasting growth for it; it is courage of soul, and bridges 
over for our crossing the gulf between worldliness and heavenly-
mindedness; and it is the sense of the unseen, without which we could not 
feel God nor hope for heaven. 
The beginning of anxiety is the end of faith, and the beginning of true faith is 
the end of anxiety. 

 Major Kira Nerys That's the thing about faith. If you don't have it you can't understand it. And 
if you do, no explanation is necessary.

Blaise Pascal Faith is different from proof; the latter is human, the former is a Gift from 
God. 

 Blaise Pascal It is the heart which perceives God and not the reason. That is what faith is: 
God perceived by the heart, not by the reason.
If the work of God could be comprehended by reason, it would be no longer 
wonderful, and faith would have no merit if reason provided proof.
The only limit to our realization of tomorrow will be our doubts of today. Let 
us move forward with strong and active faith.
Out of suffering comes the serious mind; out of salvation, the grateful heart; 
out of endurance, fortitude; out of deliverance faith.
I wonder many times that ever a child of God should have a sad heart, 
considering what the Lord is preparing for him.

Antoine De Saint-Exupery It is only with the heart that one can see rightly; what is essential is invisible 
to the eye. 
As the essence of courage is to stake one's life on a possibility, so the 
essence of faith is to believe that the possibility exists.

 Friedrich Schlegel In actual life every great enterprise begins with and takes its first forward 
step in faith.

Marquise de Sevigne

Faith is not the lazy notion that a man may with careless confidence throw 
his burden upon the Saviour and trouble himself no further, a pillow upon 
which he lulls his conscience to sleep, till he drops into perdition; but a living 
and vigorous principle, working by love, and inseparably connected with true 
repentance as its motive and with holy obedience as its fruits.



Source Unknown Fear knocked at the door. Faith answered. No one was there. 

Source Unknown

Source Unknown

 Source Unknown

 Source Unknown As our faith increases, so does our ability to obey.

 Source Unknown

 Source Unknown Faith is like electricity. You can't see it, but you can see the light.

 Source Unknown
Faith is: dead to doubts, dumb to discouragements, blind to impossibilities.

Source Unknown

William M. Thackeray It's not dying for faith that's so hard, it's living up to it. 
 Leo Tolstoy Faith is the force of life.

Faith is not belief without proof, but trust without reservation. 

 Henry Clay Trumbull

 Virgil They can because they think they can.

 William Wake

 Lech Walesa Deep faith eliminates fear.

As the flower is before the fruit, so is faith before good works.

 Ellen Gould White

 Daniel Wilson Faith is the root of all good works. A root that produces nothing is dead.
 Thomas Wilson Our life must answer for our faith.

The willingness to take risks is our grasp of faith.

 John Wooden

There must be balance in life between our actions and our faith in God. We 
should use our minds and our resources to obey God, while at the same 
time trusting God for the outcome. 
What we believe, we must believe wholly and without reserve; wherefore 
the only perfect and satisfying object of faith is God. A faith that sets bounds 
to itself, that will believe so much and no more, that will trust thus far and no 
farther, is none. 
Faith is the revealer of knowledge; it is the office of reason to defend that 
knowledge and to preserve it pure. Independent knowledge--the knowledge 
that comes not through faith--whether it be of things earthly or things 
heavenly, never can be ours.

Every tomorrow has two handles. We can take hold of it by the handle of 
anxiety, or by the handle of faith.

Have faith in your dreams and someday Your rainbow will come smiling 
through No matter how your heart is grieving If you keep on believing the 
dream that you wish will come true. 

 John R. Stott
Faith is a reasoning trust, a trust which reckons thoughtfully and confidently 
upon the trustworthiness of God.

Elton Trueblood
Not prayer without faith, nor faith without prayer, but prayer in faith, is the 
cost of spiritual gifts and graces.

Martin Farquhar Tupper
Faith may rise into miracles of might, as some few wise men have shown; 
faith may sink into credulities of weakness, as the mass of fools have 
witnessed. 

That faith which is required of us is then perfect when it produces in us a 
fiduciary assent to whatever the Gospel has revealed.

 Simone Weil
The mysteries of faith are degraded if they are made into an object of 
affirmation and negation, when in reality they should be an object of 
contemplation.

 Archbishop Richard Whately

 William Whewell
Those who have obtained the farthest insight into Nature have been, in all 
ages, firm believers in God.
Talk unbelief, and you will have unbelief; but talk faith, and you will have 
faith. According to the seed sown will be the harvest.

John Greenleaf Whittier
Through this dark and stormy night Faith beholds a feeble light Up the 
blackness streaking; Knowing God's own time is best, In a patient hope I 
rest, For the full day-breaking! 

 George Edward Woodberry
There are many things that are essential to arriving at true peace of mind, 
and one of the most important is faith, which cannot be acquired without 
prayer.



 Edward Young Faith builds a bridge from this world to the next.
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